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About This Game

STORY

Fame and glory for an hunter can be reached in only one way.
To obtain them you have to destroy one curse.

To fight the first curse Zyx has to reach the "Father's tower"

You will meet the curse of the unknown.

GAMEPLAY

Start your adventure and survive with your rifle!
it's the only thing you need to go on,useful against enemies and important to solve the puzzle-game sessions with lasers.

Run,Jump,Shoot Projectiles and Lasers to go on in this FUN and DIFFICULT platform/puzzle game
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An enjoyable game for fans of the series but considerably shorter and easier than the previous two efforts. Also that ending
was...it felt like they forgot to make an ending and tagged it on 5 minutes before the final deadline.

I recommend the game but only if you can get it on sale for a couple of dollars.. Good paintjobs. GG but a little obscure. and
little replay value after a few runs.. i LoVeD this game as a kid, its one of the best role playing experiences ive heard 2 is even
better but i havent got around to playing it yet but will soon, this is a great game for a real D and D experience.. Good Game
Absolutely, Enjoyable. I'm simple man, I see boob, I auto buy.. Good times with your friends. Bring on all the meta knowledge!.
Needs a stronger focus on waifus.

Another nice feature often lacking in these budget JRPG's and lacking here as well, is for the combat menus to remember your
input from the previous round, and for you to be able to hold down the button to get through repetitive combat a little more
comfortably.

The game also loses points for having an easy mode, and it is VERY easy, because \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 games
journalists thats why.

Pass.. Do NOT play this game. It will drain your life away. I dream every night of jewels. I am doomed, but you must run. Fly,
before it steals you too.
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Just a few quick impressions, and quirks a potential purchaser should be aware of:

1. Early Access or not, no game should ship without a Pause or Save Game feature. Too many interruptions in the modern
world. The awkwardness means I'll play less than I'd planned. If these features exist, they are not mentioned. Anyone?

2. Can't choose your month to fish. I choose September, I get July at night. I choose May, I get.. July at night. Really? Another
turn off. This is a must fix. Why have good graphics(See, something nice), if you can't see them? New fish are nice, but the
basics are, or should be, the priority.

3. The rod positioning could use some polishing, at least eventually. No line or rod in real life could stand up to the sharp angles,
especially when the fish gets within 20m feet or so.

4. I hope that eventually, some fish sign will be added, like swirls and tail splashes, and a variety of fish shapes and shadows as
the fish is brought into play. A bit bare right now. Save and pause and date choice are priorities.

5. A few nice things. I've watched The Great Rod Race 2, and this game has the potential to bring that style of fishing to life for
me. Hope the devs can make a go of it. I chose this game over the competition as it seemed better supported.

  My first fish was a 20 lb carp. Lost a 30-40+ lber when the net wouldn't sit right. Got to move the fisherman forward to hit the
right spot to place the net. Casting is next to impossible on higher resolutuions, the bar moves faster than the response. LIttle
tricks to learn, and that's ok. Bream and tench and various carp are kinda fun.

*** This is too good. Caught a 40lb plus carp, made the top 50. Ok, but when I went to photograph it(flash camera, anyone?), it
was not there. Couldn't break back to the fishing either, until I hit "Y" to reset camp. Instead, that command led me back to
fishing, where the description of my big fish and the overall list remained. A fish hit another bait, and, upon setting the hook, I
noted that the line and rod tip were no longer connected and only the rod could move, not the now disconnected line. A magic
rod! I landed the fish, believe it or not, by noting where the movement of the screen made it logical to find the fish with the net.
You can't make this stuff up, its too good.

Overall, what will make or break this game for me will be how convenient it is to play. I want to fish when I want to fish, not
when the game says I can. Saves and pause features are a must for continued play, and soonest. I was a beta tester for VR
Sportfishing, an almost great game which fell by the wayside despite many advantages over other fishing games. Hope this one
does better.

More later, unless a better fishing game comes along. Fisherman can be as picky and fickle as the fish they strive to catch.
Remember that, devs. Can't recommend it yet. Lots of potential here, like a new found pond that might hold a good fish. Good
luck!. A nice and fun puzzle game! Simple but difficult. 10\/10. Mind \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. Several achievements are
buggy or just plain don't work. Gameplay is fairly good for a cheap game, except for the fact that the double jump randomly
decides not to work, which generally gets you killed. These should be relatively easy fixes, but until then I can't recommend the
game.. Well, a low price for a medium-quality game. It's basically just cutscenes in cartoon style interspersed with HOGs. The
HOGs are somewhat repetitive, same objects to be found and so on. You can breeze right through this game, it won't take you
more than an hour. Characters are very cliche . All in all, nice time waster, but don't expect any quality.
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